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A description is given of the method for the excitation and recording of the spectra of the
Raman scattering by surface polaritons, which is based on the use of a pulsed laser with a high
repetition frequency, a triple polychromator, and a multichannel recording system. The
spectra of the Raman scattering by surface polaritons were obtained throughout the full region
of the polariton dispersion of Gap. It was found that the Raman scattering intensity decreased
more than tenfold as a result of the polariton shift toward the transverse phonon frequency. An
analysis was made of the polarization properties of the spectra of the Raman scattering by
surface polaritons, and by TO and LO phonons at low scattering angles. It was found that for
certain scattering geometries when the polarizations of the exciting and scattered light were
mutually perpendicular, it was possible to improve greatly the contrast in the observation of
surface polaritons in Raman spectra.

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most active fields in modern physics is the
study ef the properties of surfaces of solids because the physical properties of surfaces determine the successful use of
materials in various branches of the modern technology. An
important place in the studies of the surfaces and surface
layers is occupied by surface optical phonons and the associated surface polaritons.
Surface phonon polaritons or briefly surface polaritons
appear at an interface between two media and represent
mixed excitations formed by an electromagnetic field and
mechanical vibrations of a surface phonon.lp2The amplitudes of their fields decrease exponentially away from the
boundary. Therefore, the propagation of surface polaritons
is possible only along a boundary (and the wave vector of a
surface polariton is parallel to the boundary); moreover, the
maximum of the intensity of the electric field is located on
the surface. Consequently, surface polaritons are sensitive to
the state of a surface.
The majority of the investigations of surface polaritons
have been carried out by optical methods among which an
important place is occupied by a modified method of frustrated total internal reflection (FTIR) in the infrared range.
The FTIR method can be used to excite surface polaritons
which are, generally speaking, nonradiative oscillations and,
consequently, this method can be used to determine the infrared absorption spectra of surface polaritons. However,
interpretation of the FTIR data is complicated by this distorting influence of an FTIR prism on surface excitations.
This shortcoming can be avoided by investigating infrared
reflection spectra of surfaces on which gratings are deposited, but in this case the investigated surface is disturbed to
some extent. A direct study of surface polaritons on unperturbed surfaces is possible by the Raman scattering method.
In contrast to the FTIR method, in which the wave
vector of surface polaritons that can be studied has an upper
limit (Chap. I in Ref. 2), the Raman scattering method does
not impose such restrictions. However, the intensity of the
Raman scattering by surface polaritons is very weak. Therefore, the Raman spectra of surface polaritons have been re1042
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corded only for a few samples [film of GaAs on Al, O, (Ref.
3),GaP(Ref.4),NaC102 (Ref.S),andZnTe(Ref.6)] ina
narrow dispersion range and practically in all cases the signal/noise ratio was small. A theoretical analysis of the characteristics of Raman scattering by surface polaritons were
published well before the experimental capabilities demonstrated in Refs. 3-6. Agranovich predicted a number of interesting effects' but their detection and study would require considerable improvements in the experimental
technique.
Our task was to develop a method for recording the
Raman spectra of surface polaritons with a good signal/
noise ratio (Sec. 2) and to apply this method to study surface
polaritons practically throughout the polariton dispersion
region (Sec. 3.1 ) and the frequency dependence of the intensity of the Raman scattering by surface polaritons (Sec. 3.2),
and also to carry out polarization measurements on the Raman spectra of surface polaritons with given and arbitrary
directions of the surface polariton wave vector (Sec. 3.3) in a
free crystalline film of Gap.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The recent progress in the techniques used to record the
spontaneous Raman scattering spectra, particularly those of
low intensity, has depended largely on the use of multichannel recording systems. However, their advantages in the
low-frequency part of the spectrum, where surface polaritons have to be studied, can be realized only if the spectroscopic instruments have sufficiently high characteristics, the
principal ones being the level of stray scattered light, spectral resolution, transmission, etc. In the case of one-channel
Raman spectrometers these characteristics are ensured by
double or triple monochromators which, because of a number of specific properties, cannot be utilized effectively in
multichannel recording systems.
We shall report the use of a "home-made" polychromator consisting of a premonochromator with dispersion subtraction and a spectrograph. The optical system of the premonochromator included two Czerny-Turner mono-
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chromators and was arranged in such a way that both
diffraction gratings (600 lines/mm) were on a common rotation axis and the necessary optical geometry was ensured
by four concave spherical (F= 500 mm) mirrors and four
rotatable mirrors. All the mirrors had dielectric coatings
with a high reflection coefficient in the range 400-750 nm.
An intermediate slit of the premonochromator selected the
working part of the spectrum within 25 nm. The premonochromator could be used in conjunction with spectrographs
in which the entry slit was located horizontally or vertically.
The spectrograph used in this polychromator contained only
one concave holographic grating (Jobin-Yvon, type IV,
2000 lines/mm) and one rotatable mirror. The spectral
range could be set in this spectrograph independently of the
premonochromator. The transmission of the polychromator
atA = 532 nm was 35 and 25% for two orthogonal polarizations and the level of scattered light was < 10 - l 1 at 50 cm - '
from the exciting line when the working part of the spectrum
was 50 cm- . The instrumental function of the spectrometer together with the recording system amounted to -2
cm-'.
According to Ref. 2 (Chap. 12) the expected intensity
of the Raman scattering by surface polaritons does not exceed 1-10 photoelectrons/sec. Such intensities can readily
be recorded by a multichannel system used by us earlier in an
experimental study of the hyper-Raman scattering of light.7
Bearing in mind the specific geometry for the observation of
Raman scattering by surface polaritons, particularly the
small dimensions of the illuminated part of a sample, we
reduced the height of photometric analysis of spectral lines
to -0.5 mm, so as to improve the signal/noise ratio. An
analysis of the spectral information and the necessary (model) calculations were carried out on an Iskra-226 computer
which was linked to an F36 measuring-computing system
via a functional interface controlled by an external synchronization signal from F36. The accumulation of weak optical
spectra and their primary analysis was carried out in F36
and then the Raman spectra as well as the reference frequencies were stored in the memory of the Iskra-226 computer
Surface polaritons were observed in Gap in the "forward" scattering scheme using ring d i a ~ h r a g m s .Diaph~
ragms with a ring gap width -0.5 mm, ensuring an angular
. were located at a distance 249 mm from
resolution A 8 ~ 0lo,
the sample on the axis of laser radiation transmitted at rightangles to the film surface. A set of diaphragms with different
diameters of the ring gap covered the required range of angles 8 ( 1-3" outside the crystal). The Raman spectra of surface polaritons were excited by the second harmonic of a
pulsed Nd3 laser (T, 70 nsec, F,,, z 5 kHz). The average laser radiation power was 1 W, but to prevent surface
damage of a sample only 100-150 mW of this power was
used. The energy of the exciting (2.33 eV) and scattered
( 2.28 eV) photons was less than the indirect gap of Gap
(2.34 eV).
Samples of crystalline Gap films were prepared from an
oriented single crystal by optical-grade grinding. The final
polishing of the surface was carried out using a diamond
micropowder (ASM 05/0) with a grain diameter 5 0.5 p .
Our samples were 11 + 2,u thick and the surface was located
in a ( 111) plane. X-ray investigations were used to find the
directions [ 1701and [Ti21 on the film surface. Three mutually perpendicular directions ( x = [ 1701, y = [ i i 2 ] , and

-
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z = [ 111] ) were selected as the Cartesian coordinate system.
Gallium phosphide is a semiconductor of the cubic
symmetry T ; , which has the zincblende structure. Its optical vibration spectrum consists of one dipole vibration F,
which appears in the Raman spectra as a TO-LO doublet
characterized by a splitting of about 36 cm- ' (Ref. 8). It is
known1.' that the frequencies of surface polariton bands lie
between the transverse (TO) and longitudinal (LO) phonons. We therefore investigated the Raman spectra solely in
the range 350-450 cm- ' , where the TO-LO doublet of a
Gap crystal was located.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Raman spectra and dispersion of surface polaritons in a
Gap crystal

Since the spectra of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons had been investigated earlier4 only at larger scattering angles 8, we concentrated our attention on the discovery of surface polaritons in the range 8 5 2" (8is the scattering angle outside the crystal). The spectra of the Raman
scattering by surface polaritons in a Gap film obtained for
different angles are given in Figs. lb-lj. For comparison, we
included also the Raman spectrum of the same film obtained
in the reflection geometry (8 = 135", Fig. la). In this geom-

-
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FIG. 1. Raman scattering spectra of a Gap crystal obtained for different
scattering angles 9.The arrows identify the positions of the surface polariton maxima.
Denisov et a/.
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etry the intensity of the Raman scattering by surface excitations was extremely low2 and the spectrum consisted ofjust
two bands which were attributed to TO and LO phonons,
respectively.
At low angles 8 a maximum appeared (Fig. lb) in the
low-frequency wing of the LO band and its frequency decreased on reduction of 8 from 398 cm- ' for 8 = 2.75" to
373 cm - for 8 = 1.13".The appearance of this maximum at
low angles 8 in the region between wTo and w, , and the
dependence of its position on 8 were clear indication that it
was due to surface polaritons. In the range 0 < 2" the surface
polariton line broadened considerably on reduction in 8. In
the range 8 < 1.13"there was no scattering by surface polaritons. The frequency dependence of the position of the surface polariton on 8 is shown in Fig. 2. This figure includes
also the results of previous investigations4 of a Gap film
subjected to the same surface treatment as in the present
study. Therefore, whereas in Ref. 4 a change in the frequency
of surface polaritons was observed only in an interval -6
cm-' (392-398 cm-' ), in the present study this interval
was broadened to 373-398 cm-' and, in fact, covered the
whole dispersion range of surface polaritons.
An increase in the scattering angle 8 caused the surface
polariton frequency to approach a certain limit (Fig. 2),
which was close to the frequency a, of a surface phonon in
Gap given for the crystal-vacuum interface by the relationship'~~

'

( E and
~
E , are the values of the permittivity in the limits of
zero and infinite frequencies). Since the depth of penetration
of the exciting radiation ( 100p) was greater than the film
thickness, the Raman spectrum should include contributions from both boundaries of the film. When the surface
waves from both boundaries interacted, the polariton spectrum should exhibit two branches and the surface polariton
dispersion should differ from that for a crystal with one
boundary. In the case of one boundary (crystal-vacuum) the
dispersion of surface polaritons w (k ll ) satisfies the equation','

-

where k is the wave vector of surface polaritons directed
parallel to the surface ( k = k, sin 8, k, is the wave vector
of the scattered radiation), w is the surface polariton frequency (cm ), and E is the permittivity of the crystal. The
position of the polariton band in the Raman spectra was
)
allowance for
determined from the value of ~ ( w without
d a m ~ i n gAssuming
.~
that in the case of Gap

-'

where&, =0.091, S = 1.93, and wTo =365.5 cm-', we
could calculate the dispersion w (k ) (continuous curve in
Fig. 2). It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the experimental
points lie close to the calculated curve, indicating the absence of a significant interaction of the surface waves from
the two boundaries of the film. This was not surprising because in contrast to the exciting radiation the depth of penetration of surface polaritons was'*2
1044
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FIG. 2. Dispersion of surface polaritons in a Gap crystal: e) our data; 0)
data from Ref. 4; the continuous curve is the theoretical dispersion of Eq.
(2).

which did not exceed 2 p for Gap (Fig. 3) and was five times
less than the thickness of the film. Clearly, in this case one
should regard the process of the Raman scattering by the
two boundaries separately and the Raman spectra should
manifest the total intensity of the Raman scattering by the
two boundaries.
A calculation of the dispersion ofw ( k ) indicated (Fig.
2) that the surface polariton branch terminating at the frequency w, reached this frequency at 8 = 1.1". This accounted for the absence of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons in the range 8 < 1.13" in the case of Gap. In connection with investigations of the influence of a rough surface on the dispersion of surface polaritons4 one should
mention that we did not observe such a discrepancy between
the calculated w(kll) curve and the experimental results
which was reported in Ref. 4.
3.2. Intensity of the Raman scattering by surface polaritons
in a Gap crystal

Observation of the surface polariton spectra in a wide
dispersion region allowed us to study for the first time the
behavior of the intensity of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons when the polariton frequency was varied. It is
clear from Fig. 1 that the scattering intensity fell on reduction in the angle 8. Clearly, this was the reason why only a
small shift of the surface polariton frequency ( 6 cm - ' )
was observed in the case of Gap. Measurements of the polar-

-

FIG. 3. Frequency dependence of the depth of penetration of surface polaritons in a Gap crystal.
Denisov et a/.
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iton scattering intensity were difficult to carry out because of
the need to consider the angular instrumental function p (w )
for polaritons, so that the observed polariton profile J ( w )
was a convolution of three functions:
l ( o ) = J , ( m ) @ A ( ~@q(@),
)
where J, ( w ) is the true profile and A (w ) is the instrumental
However, in the present
(5)
function of the spe~trometer.'~
study the task of determining the true intensities of surface
polaritons was made easier by the fact that sufficiently accu;ate data were available on the functions A (w ) and p (a)and
there was also some information on J , ( 0 ) .
The A (w ) contour could be determined experimentally
and the width of g, ( a ) , governed by the angle bf collection
A8 and the nature'of the dispersion of w ( k );could be calculated from the experimental dependence w (8). Assuming
that within the small limits of the angle A8 (A8z0.1°) the
intensity of the Raman scattering by surface polaritons was
constant, we represented the contour p(o) by a rectangle of
width equal to the frequency interval Aw, corresponding to
the angle A0 of the dispersion curve w (8) near the frequency
w,i.e.,Aw = w ( 8 + A 8 / 2 ) - w ( e - A 0 / 2 ) foreachangle

,

/7')&Jb
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FIG. 5. Profilescalculated for surface polaritons in a Gap crystal at different frequencies: a) actual J , (o)profile; b) convolutions of J(w).

(w) is the transverse phonon damping. Since the
where rTo
function TTo (w) of Gap had been investigated earlier," it
could be found in the range of frequencies of interest to us
employing a many-oscillator model proposed in Ref. 11 for
the optimal description of the damping r, (w) (Fig. 4,
dashed curve). We then callculated the damping r ( w ) of a
surface polariton (continuous curve in Fig. 4). In general,
the damping r ( w ) decreased strongly in the limit w-om
(Refs. 1 and 2). However, in the case of Gap an increase in
rTo
(a)in the limit w-wTo (Fig. 4) had the effect that
T(w) varied little throughout the polariton dispersion region. Therefore, had the integrated intensity of the Raman
scattering by surface polaritons been constant throughout
the dispersion region, the peak intensity would have increased only slightly as a result of the shift of the polariton
from w, to o = 373 cm- ' because of a small reduction in
r (w ) in this region (Fig. 5a).
Next, allowing for the real functions A (w) and p(w),
we would expect the surface polariton profiles [convolution
of Eq. ( 5 ) ] obtained for different values of w to have the

form shown in Fig. 5b. It is worth noting the proposed behavior of the peak intensities of the contours J ( w ) calculated
on the assunption of a constant Raman scattering cross section of surface polaritons: these profiles increase only slightly as a result of displacement of a polariton from w, to
w = 373 cm- . A relatively slight distortion of the peak intensities of the true profiles J , (w) (Fig. 5a) by the instrumental functionsA (o)and g,(w ) was due to the fact that the
widths of the surface pola;iton profiles [ P ( w )] were less
than the widths of the instrumental functions and, moreover, they varied little with frequency.
The results of these calculations (Fig. 5 ) , based on the
actual dependences A ( w), p ( a ) , and T (w ) , were used to
find the cross section of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons using the peak intensities I, ( a )of the observed
surface polariton bands (Fig. 1) . The values of I, (w ) were
deduced from the absolute measurements because the intensities of the TO and LO phonons could not always be used as
the internal standard of the intensity in thin films. We estimated the error of measurements carried out in this way to
be 20% in the range 393-397 cm - ' . A reduction in the
frequency resulted in an increase in this error, which reached
-50% at 373 cm - ' . In the deter~inationof the cross section for the Raman scattering at different angles 8 from the
measured values of I, (w ) we should include a small correction the I, (w) data in accordance with Fig. 5b. We established that the intensity of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons in Gap had a maximum near 396.5 cm-' and
decreased more than tenfold on reduction in the frequency
to 373 cm- ' (points in Fig. 6).
We shall now consider the theoretical frequency dependences of the cross section for the Raman scattering by surface polaritons. According to Ref. 2 (Chap. 12) this cross
section of the crystal-vacuun interface is described by

FIG. 4. Frequency dependence of the damping of a transverse phonon
(dashed curve) and of a surface polariton (continuous curve) in a Gap
crystal.

(7)
Equation (7) includes only the terms which depend on the
polariton frequency w. Here, x is the effective susceptibility
for the Raman scattering; a o = ( k i - 4 r w2 2 ) 112,
a = a' + ia"; k f and k f are the components of the wave
vectors of the incident and scattered light along the z axis,
perpendicular to the film surface. Since we drew the attention earlier only to a strong reduction in the Raman scattering intensity by surface vibrations in the case of backscatter-

n

(7.

The Jo(w profile should be L~rentzian'.~
and its width
in the case of the crystal-vacuum boundary was determined
as follows:
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ing, compared with the forward scattering, we carried out a
numerical analysis of Eq. (7) at low angles 8. If in the first
approximation we adopt 1x1' = const, we find that the dependence I(w ) is identical with the function @(w). Therefore, we shall first analyze @ ( a ) . For clarity, we shall norto the maximum of the
malize all the functions I(@)
experimental dependence (Fig. 6 ) .
In a numerical analysis of the function @ ( a )for Gap it
is found that it has a maximum in the polariton dispersion
region and, moreover, that @ (w ) -+0 if w wTo and also if
w-w,. The main reason for this behavior of @(w) is the
change in the depth d of the penetration of surface polaritons
[Eq. (4) ] which is a function of the polariton frequency. We
can see from Fig. 3 that in the case of Gap the maximum
depth is dm,, ~ 2 atp395 cm- ' and we reach the limit d-0
for w -a,,
o, . In the limit w -+a,, when the angle 8 rises
strongly, the reduction in @(w)is again due to an increasing
contribution of the term I k f - k f I ' in the denominator of
Eq. (7).
The nature of the function @ ( a )is sensitive to the selec,
in this case
tion of the permittivity function ~ ( w )which
should allow also for the damping of TO phonons. In the
)
simplest case of one-oscillator model" for which ~ ( w has
the form of Eq. (3) allowing for the damping r = 1.28
cm- ', the maximum of @(w) occurs at a lower frequency
than the experimental maximum and the width of the contour @(@)is twice as large as the experimental one (Fig.
6a). If we use a more rigorous description of &(a)
by the
many-oscillator model," we find that the function @ ( a ) is
close to the experimental dependence in the range w > 393
cm - . However, if w < 393 cm - I, the predicted reduction
in the intensity is more rapid than that found experimentally
(Fig. 6b).
A comparison of @ (w ) with the experimental values of
I(w) is not quite correct because we know that the value of
1x1' cannot be constant in the dispersion region of surface
polaritons, but has a resonance reaching a maximum at
w = wTo. Since the dependence ~ ( w for
) a Gap crystalI2
had been established earlier and confirmed by the spectra of
the Raman scattering on bulk polaritons, it would be natural
to include it in discussing I(w ). In the frequency range 398373 cm - ' the value of 1x1 rises more than tenfold on reduction in w. If we allow for the frequency dependence of IxI2,
we find that a one-oscillator model of ~ ( )wgives I(w ) which
differs very greatly from the experimental curve (Fig. 6c).

-

'

However, if E ( W ) is described by a many-oscillator model
the agreement between the calculated dependence I ( w ) and
the experimental results is very good.
We thus found that the experimental frequency dependence of the intensity of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons in Gap is described well by the existing theoretical dependences if a consistent allowance is made for the
damping T (o) and a rigorous description of E (w ) and of the
nonlinearity ofx(w) is used. We are of the opinion that the
behavior of the intensity of the Raman scattering by surface
polaritons found for a Gap crystal should be qualitatively
the same for all crystals, since the main factors [resonant
nature o f x ( w ) , variation of the depth of penetration d of
surface polaritons, and rise of I k f - k f l2 with the angle 81,
which affect significantly the dependence I ( @ ) ,apply to any
crystal. Deviations from such dependences can be expected
only in the case of very thin films when we have to allow for
the interaction of surface waves originating from the two
boundaries of the film.
3.3. Polarization characteristics of the spectra of the Rarnan
scattering by surface polaritons in Gap

Since a Gap film was oriented, we were able to study the
state of polarization of the Raman spectra. We found it possible to improve the contrast of the surface polariton bands
by polarization measurements. We first investigated (Fig.
1 ) depolarized spectra which demonstrated clearly that the
LO phonon band increased considerably the intensity of the
surface polariton bands. Therefore, it was difficult to study
surface polaritons at angles 8 > 2".The ratio of the intensities
of LO phonon and surface polariton bands increased even
further when the polarization of the incident light (Ei ) was
parallel to that of the scattered light (E, ), as shown in Figs.
7a and 7c. However, in the (Ei ) case, the contrast of the

'

I, rel. units

FIG. 6. Frequency dependences of the intensity of the Raman scattering
by surface polaritons in Gap crystals: the points are the experimental
result and the curves are theoretical; a)-d) curves calculated for
l x I2 = const (a, b) and ~ ( o in) accordance with Ref. 12 (c, d); a), c )
one-oscillator model of e ( w ) ; b), d ) many-oscillatormodel of & ( a ) .
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FIG. 7. Polarized Raman scattering spectra obtained for 6'= 1.76" by
collecting light transmitted by the whole area of the ring diaphragm (inset):a), b) E, Ilx; c ) , d) E,IIY;a) z(xx)z;b) z(xy)z; c ) z(yy)z;d ) z(yx)z.
Denisov eta/.
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FIG. 8. Polarized Raman spectra obtained for 8 = 1.76" when the scattered light was collected through a part of the ring diaphragm bounded by
a sector (inset): E, Ilx; a), b ) kllIlx; c), d ) kilIly; a), c ) z(xx)z; b), d )
z(xy)z.

surface polariton bands improved greatly and the intensities
of the surface polariton and LO phonon bands became almost identical (Figs. 7b and 7d). There was also a change in
the ratio of the intensities of the TO and LO phonons (Fig.
7). In the El llEs case the TO band was several times weaker
than the LO band, whereas for Ei l E s the intensity of the LO
phonons fell more than tenfold. In recording these spectra
(Fig. 7) we selected the directions of the polarizations Ei
and E,, but the orientation of the wave vectors of the scattered light and of the polariton was not determined because
we were analyzing scattered light which was transmitted by
the whole area of the ring diaphragm (inset in Fig. 7).
In the next experiment we limited the area of the ring
diaphragm to just a sector (inset in Fig. 8). When the cut in
the sector diaphragm was directed along the x axis, then a
clearly the light transmitted by this diaphragm would be
scattered by polaritons with the wave vector also preferentially directed along the x axis. Therefore, a sector diaphragm could be used to select any direction of the wave
vectors of surface polaritons in the plane of the film (xy ) . We
plotted in Figs. 8 and 9 the Raman spectra for different orientations of the exciting and scattered light and for different
directions of the wave vector of surface polaritons. The Raman spectra were sensitive to the selection of the scattering
geometry. For example, if kliIly and E, l E s , the intensity of
the surface polariton scattering became so weak that it could
not be detected experimentally, whereas for kllIlx and Ei lE,
the surface polariton scattering was comparable with the intensity of the LO phonon.

380

YO0

o,cm-'

FIG. 9. Polarized Raman spectra of a Gap crystal obtained for t9 = 1.76"
and for light collected in the same way as in Fig. 8: E, Ily; a ) , b) kilIly; c),
d ) kllIJx;a ) , C ) Z(YY)Z;
b), d ) z(yx)z.

The reasons for the observed changes in the spectra
(Figs. 7-9) can be understood if we consider the selection
rules for the dipole triply degenerate vibration F , (x, y, z ) of
the T, group in the Raman spectra of a film of Gap with the
selected orientation. The Raman scattering tensors were obtained earlier13 for this orientation, but different directions
of the axes were selected in Ref. 13 and, moreover, an error
was made in the calculations. Therefore, we shall give the
Raman scattering tensors for the F , (x, y, z) vibration in the
coordinate system selected by us ( x = [ i i 2 ] , y = [ 1701,
andz= [Ill]):

where d is the nonzero component of the Raman scattering
tensor in terms of the initial axes (x' = [loo], y' = [OlO],
and z' = [001 ] ). In the analysis of the intensities in the spectra (Figs. 7-9) it will be necessary to consider the tensors of
the intensities of the TO and LO bands and of surface polariton bands.

TABLE I. Intensities of TO and LO phonons in Raman spectra of Gap films
( d , = d 2 / 3 , d 2 = B 2 d l ).

*Here, a is the angle between the wave vectors k = ki - k, and k, (az8"for the
scattering angle t9 = 1.76").
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TABLE 11. Intensities of surface polaritons in Raman scattering spectra of Gap
films (/3' = - a/kII )*.

*Here,/3 ' depends on the angle 0 and /3 ' is - 1.4 for 0 = 1.76'

In the case of cubic crystals the intensity of the Raman
scattering by dipole vibrations can be represented byI4

where ek and e b r e the components of the unit vectors of the
electric fields Ei and E, along the directions of m and n;
R,, ( T ) are the components of the Raman scattering of Eq.
(8) for the phonon polarization along T ( T = x, y, 2); e ( r ) is
a unit vector of the electromagnetic oscillation field;
e ( r ) = ell( T ) if the wave vector of the oscillations is parallel
to T, and e ( r ) = e, (7) if the wave vector of the oscillations is
perpendicular to T. If the wave vector k makes an angle a
with the direction of T, then e ( r ) = ell( T ) cos a and
e ( r ) = el (7) sin a, respectively describe the components
parallel and perpendicular to T.
It is known that in the case of phonons in cubic crystals
we have ell( T ) = pe, ( T ) (for example, f l = 1.4 for Gap) .I5
Moreover, ell(7) is responsible for the excitation of the LO
phonons, whereas el ( T ) is responsible for the TO phonons.
Using Eq. (9) we can readily analyze the intensities of the
TO and LO phonons in the experimental situations discussed
above (Table I). In the determination of the components
I,, in Table I we allowed for the fact that in the case of the
forward scattering the appearance of the TO phonon in the
Raman spectra is possible only as a result of reflection from
the rear boundary of the film, because at low angles 8 instead
of the TO phonon we should observe waveguide modes.16
The intensity of the LO phonon is governed by two contributions: reflection from the rear surface and the forward scattering. It is clear from Table I that the TO phonon intensity
is independent of the experimental geometry, whereas the
LO phonon intensity for the Ei JIE, polarization is considerably greater than for Ei lE, . It is these features of the TO and
LO bands that appear in the spectra (Figs. 7-9). In view of
the finite angle of collection of the scattered light the intensity I,, for the LO phonon for kllIly does not vanish in the
Raman spectra, although it is very small.
In an analysis of the intensity of the surface polariton
band we have to allow for two factors. Firstly, the polarization of surface polaritons is elliptic and unit vectors of the
axes of the ellipse ell and e, (parallel and perpendicular to
the film surface) lie in the sagittal plane, i.e., el 1J.zand ellIlkll
(Refs. 1 and 2). Secondly, in the case of an isotropic medium
the relationship between ell and el for a surface wave is'.'

spectra obtained for different scattering geometries had been
analyzed earlier.I3 However, because of the inacurracies,
the results of the analysis of Ref. 13 do not correspond to the
observed intensities of the surface polariton bands in the Raman spectra (Figs. 8 and 9 ) . In particular, the analysis given
in Ref. 13 predicts that if kllIly, then the intensities I,, and
Iyy are always equal. However, this does not agree with the
experimental results (Figs. 8c and 9a). Using Eqs. (9) and
( l o ) , we can find the expected intensities of the surface polariton bands for different scattering geometries (Table 11).
It is clear from Table I1 that I,, = Iyy and Ixy = I,, for kl,Ilx
and also I,, = Iyx = 0 if klllly. However, I,, #I,, is true if
kllIb. The difference between I,, and Iyy in the case when
kllIb depends on the angle 8 and for 8 = 1.76"we can expect
Iyy = 91xx.The theoretical characteristics of the intensities
of the surface polariton bands (Table 11) are in agreement
with the observations (Figs. 8 and 9). It should be pointed
out that such large differences between the intensities I,,
and Iyyjn the case when kllIly can be used to determine the
axes [ 1101 and [ i i 2 ] of Gap films when their surfaces are
parallel to the ( 111) plane.
We have discussed so far the spectra of the surface polaritons for which the wave vector is directed along thex ory
axes, i.e., when the angle of collection of the scattered light is
limited not only by the ring diaphragm, but reduced further
to a sector of this diaphragm. Although such an investigation of the surface polariton spectra is possible (Figs. 8 and
9 ) ,a considerable fraction of the signal intensity transmitted
by the whole ring diaphragm is then lost. An analysis of the
scattering geometry without a sector is fundamentally the
same as before. However, the process is very cumbersome
because it requires integration over the whole diaphragm.
Nevertheless, it is found that in this case again the intensity
of the LO phonon for Ei JIE, is considerably greater than for
E,lE,, and the intensity of the TO phonon is the same in
both polarizations. This circumstance improves the contrast
in the observation ofsurface polaritons for Ei IE, ,as demonstrated in Fig. 7.
4. CONCLUSIONS

The method for the excitation and recording of the Raman spectra of surface polaritons developed by us made it
possible to detect polaritons practically throughout the full
dispersion range of a Gap crystal. The sensitivity was sufficient to study the changes in the polariton intensity for different scattering angles. We established that this intensity
decreased more than tenfold when the polariton frequency
shifted from 397 cm- to 373 cm - and this was mainly due
to a reduction in the depth of penetration of the surface wave
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into the crystal. The existing theory of the Raman scattering
by surface polaritons describes fully satisfactorily both the
dispersion and the intensity of the polaritons if an allowance
is made for the frequency dependences of the damping of a
transverse phonon, the behavior of the permittivity is described accurately, and the resonance behavior of the nonlinear susceptibility of the Raman scattering process is taken
into account. An analysis was made of the polarization relationships in the case of the spectra of the Raman scattering
by surface polaritons at low scattering angles. It was found
that there a scattering geometry for which the contrast of the
observed surface polaritons greatly improved.
The authors are grateful to Prof. V. M. Agranovich for
stimulating discussions and to A. A. Balashov for his help in
the development of the premonochromator.
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